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SCRS Quick Tip: Gravel Guard 
This tip is all about “gravel guard” or “chip guard” applied on the lower areas of the 
vehicle to protect exterior panels. In many cases, auto manufacturers or OEMs consider 
this material as a form of corrosion protection. There are a lot of considerations that 
Mike (Collision Advice) and Danny (DEG) go through when accounting for the material 
and the labor on your repair plan. Make sure you are capturing all the necessary steps 
and information of this non-included operation, that will help document the operation 
to your technicians and consumers.

Learn how you can capture this with a formula or as a manual entry, and other non-
included operations that might go hand-in-hand with protecting the rocker, fender, 
door, quarter and other lower panel areas.

continued on page 2

SCRS Quick Tip: Using the DEG to Challenge Labor Times
The DEG inquiry process is a mechanism for questioning or seeking additional 
clarification of a database values that you feel may be incorrect or require additional 
notations. A common inquiry can be a challenge to a labor value, where the labor 
doesn’t seem to align with time it takes to perform the operation. If that technician 
slaps and estimate on your desk and says “I can’t do it for that!” they may be right. 
Danny Gredinberg with the DEG walks you through how to use the DEG process to 
effectively address these types of inquiries.

Learn specific types of photos and information that can help make a thorough and 
successful inquiry. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/SCRSCollision
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTx34y5KMyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpRXezUCGT4


SCRS Quick Tip: Fabricating Templates for Adhesive Emblems 
Sometimes OEMs have detailed procedures about the steps to properly install adhesive-
backed emblems in the correct location. This may entail a combination of measuring, 
marking and aligning to ensure proper positioning, and in some cases, the procedures 
may even details instructions to  fabricate templates for emblem installation. Danny 
Gredinberg of the DEG talks through inquiry responses and P-Page logic that addresses 
this very situation.

Make sure to pull procedures, and properly document the steps involved in every task 
you perform! 
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SCRS Quick Tips: Parts Storage to Protect Parts 
In this video, Danny Gredinberg of the DEG takes a look at some lessons learned from 
bad habits when it comes to parts storage. Part of the job of storage is to avoid disasters 
that would lead to scratched glass, damaged trim, and other costly mistakes from piling 
parts onto a storage rack. Take just over a minute to hear a couple good ideas on how 
to approach parts storage more efficiently!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OcUFXaKTQyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwHby5NeCo0

